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Abstract. Passive millimeter wavelength (PMMW) video holds great
promise, given its ability to see targets and obstacles through fog,
smoke, and rain. However, current imagers produce undesirable complex
noise. This can come as a mixture of fast shot (snowlike) noise and a
slower-forming circular fixed pattern. Shot noise can be removed by a simple gain style filter. However, this can produce blurring of objects in the
scene. To alleviate this, we measure the amount of Bayesian surprise
in videos. Bayesian surprise measures feature change in time that is
abrupt but cannot be accounted for as shot noise. Surprise is used to
attenuate the shot noise filter in locations of high surprise. Since high
Bayesian surprise in videos is very salient to observers, this reduces
blurring, particularly in places where people visually attend. Fixed pattern
noise is removed after the shot noise using a combination of nonuniformity correction and mean image wavelet transformation. The combination allows for online removal of time-varying fixed pattern noise, even
when background motion may be absent. It also allows for online adaptation to differing intensities of fixed pattern noise. We also discuss a method
for sharpening frames using deconvolution. The fixed pattern and shot
noise filters are all efficient, which allows real time video processing of
PMMW video. We show several examples of PMMW video with complex
noise that is much cleaner as a result of the noise removal. Processed
video clearly shows cars, houses, trees, and utility poles at 20 frames
per second. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI:
10.1117/1.OE.51.9.091608]
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1 Introduction
Outdoor visibility conditions affect the operational capabilities of many organizations in both the public and private
sector.1 As an example, fog can prevent air traffic from taxiing and landing/departing in a timely fashion, causing
delays2 and traveler anxiety and costing airlines money.
Ground vehicles can also suffer when traffic is forced to
slow down or, on occasion, when poor visibility causes
catastrophic traffic accidents.3 A recent but not unheard of
example of this is the 70-vehicle pileup on Interstate Highway 4 near Orlando, Florida, in 2008 that was blamed on
a deadly mixture of fog and smoke.4
Recent advances in passive millimeter wavelength
(PMMW) imager technology may make such problems a
thing of the past. These imagers have the ability to see
through fog, smoke, and rain. However, as a new technology,
they suffer from a variety of problems common to new
advances. One of these is that PMMW video images (see
Fig. 1) contain a large amount of undesirable noise, which
obfuscates video information and makes the video itself
uncomfortable to watch. If this noise can be removed, then
the technology becomes more feasible for commercial and
government use.
The noise from PMMW video takes two primary forms.
The first is basic shot noise, which is similar to a snowlike
pattern one would see on an analog TV. The second type of
0091-3286/2012/$25.00 © 2012 SPIE
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noise is fixed pattern noise, which takes the form of a regular
pattern in the image that is a result of gain and offset variations in the detectors combined with the detector scanning
pattern in the image formation process. In the PMMW videos
shown in this paper, the fixed pattern noise has a circular
pattern. The morphology for fixed pattern noise does not
change in shape. It can, however, change in intensity over
time. Figure 2 shows a description of the noise components.
In this paper, we describe a multistage model for removing the noise from video taken with the PMMW imager.5
from QinetiQ (Franklin, MA). The primary goal is that
the noise removal process should retain image fidelity and
be capable of running in a real-time system onboard a vehicle. Also, we need the filters to be adaptive since the pattern
of noise changes over time. These factors should be kept in
mind when evaluating the solution presented.
2 Methods
Our method works to correct noise in several steps
(Fig. 3). The first step is to reduce the snowlike shot
noise. This is accomplished with a high-gain filter and a
spatially selective temporal smoothing filter. The action
of the shot noise filter is selectively attenuated by Bayesian
surprise to improve fidelity noticeably. After the shot
noise has been reduced, the circular fixed pattern noise
can be addressed. This is done using a combination of
Mean Image Wavelet Transform (MIWT) with scenebased non-uniformity correction (NUC).6–8
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Fig. 1 Outdoor videos produced by the QinetiQ prototype generation 1 video rate PMMW imager taken at different times in different weather
conditions containing (1) a moving car on a road with a utility tower; (2) a moving truck on a road; and (3) a house near a road with utility
pole and power lines. Notice the presence of circular fixed-pattern noise and snowlike shot noise. Also note that the fixed pattern noise varies
somewhat in intensity from video to video.

Fig. 2 This is an image from the QinetiQ PMMW imager.5 Fixedpattern noise can be seen as circular streaks at regular spacing. The
shot noise is the snowlike pattern similar to digital television noise.
Figure 4 shows a view of the shot noise after it is separated.

2.1 Step 1: Shot Noise Reduction
The shot noise filter is comprised of three different filter
components that are combined in an attempt to remove as
much shot noise as possible while being selective for just
the noise. Thus, we would like to remove the noise that has
a fast gain, but not other items in the video that also have a
fast gain. The need for this becomes apparent when applying
different filters, which invariably cause some blurring. Our
approach is to fit the noise directly with a Gamma probability
distribution that models the probability of observing Poisson-distributed events such as shot noise.9 Bayesian surprise
then allows us to determine that if a new sample (pixel value)
changes abruptly enough, that it is unlikely to be noise. Put
more simply, surprise is something dynamic (new) in a video
that is not likely to be noise. The effect is to allow us to create
a statistical upper bound on the noise gain. As such, Bayesian surprise allows us to attenuate the shot-noise filter at

locations where interesting things are happening in the
video that cannot be accounted for as noise. Further, these
are locations that are known to be likely places for human
observers to attend.10–13 Thus, blurring from the shotnoise filter would be more likely to be noticed in these locations. So we reduce blurring where people are most likely to
notice it. This also may prevent an artificially induced shift
in gaze by observers to noisy but intrinsically uninteresting
regions of video frames by allowing stronger shot-noise filtration application to naturally uninteresting locations.
There are three components of the shot noise filter.
These are:
1. A simple fast gain filter: The simple fast gain filter
subtracts the output of individual pixels proportionally
to their gain.
2. A spatially selective temporal smoothing filter: This
filter applies an averaging to single pixels over time
based on their location in the frame. It is designed
to filter streak like non-fixed pattern noise around
the periphery of the image frame.
3. A Bayesian surprise enhancement: The surprise
enhancement looks for changes in a frame that do
not fit expectations given a Poisson distribution of
the shot noise. It is used to relax the other two filters
proportionally to measured surprise.
The gain response of the fast gain filter can be described
as

Fig. 3 This is a basic schematic representation of the noise removal process. On the left is the shot-noise removal segment, comprised of the gain
filter and temporal smoothing. On the right is the fixed pattern noise filter, comprised of MIWT and NUC components.
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β¼

Fig. 4 This is an image of the shot noise that is removed from each
frame by the response filter described in Eq. (1).

Rtf ¼

ðI t − I t−1 Þ þ ðRt−1
f · λf Þ
1 þ λf

:

(1)

Here, each term is an image, so this describes a pixelwise
operation. I t is the input image at time t. Rtf is the response
of the fast-gain filter at time t, and λf is a constant decay term
for this filter (λf is currently 0.6). Figure 4 shows the shot
noise that is removed by this filter from the input video. Note
that the parameters throughout are chosen somewhat subjectively, but we have avoided choosing constant parameters
that are situationally sensitive. However, parameters may be
device dependent. Thus, these parameters may need to be
tuned for other devices.
For the surprise enhancement, we compute an updated
belief of the value at each pixel using a gamma probability
distribution function (PDF). The Kullback-Leibler divergence14 is used to determine if the observed value
of a pixel diverges strongly from expectations. Shot noise
is implicit in the gamma PDF’s expectations, so noise will
not give a good response. The parameters of surprise are
computed similar to previous studies11,12 as follows:
α 0 ¼ α · λs þ I t ∕β;
where β is constant and is defined as

(2)

−1
:
λs − 1

(3)

We define it here as a constant, since it would otherwise converge to a constant value and by fixing it as such, we can
simplify Eq. (4) a little. Thus, we compute a constant β and
the old β value just becomes β − 1, which we plug into
Eq. (4).
λs is a constant decay term (λs is currently 0.9). Note this
is also a pixelwise operation. As such, we derive a new α for
each pixel. Surprise is then computed as


β−1
S ¼ α 0 · ln
þ ln½Γðα 0 Þ − ln½ΓðαÞ
β


α
þβ ·
(4)
− α þ ðα − α 0 Þ · ΨðαÞ:
β−1
Here, Γ is the gamma function15 (not to be confused with the
gamma PDF16), which is essentially a factorial that supports
all positive real numbers. Ψ is the digamma17 (Psi function,
first of the polygamma functions), which derives from the
gamma function. Both can be approximated using basic
recursive techniques and are built into Matlab as gammaln
(log gamma) and psi functions. In the C language, the
gamma function is part of libm, but the psi function can
be obtained from a variety of sources, such as the GNU
Scientific Library.18 The result, seen in Fig. 5, contains a surprise image S that shows the surprise at each pixel. This is the
image that will be used to attenuate the shot-noise filter.
Surprise S gives a response from 0 to ∞ and, to some
degree, will pick up some of the shot noise. To compensate
for its infinite range, it must be normalized and squashed
so that it yields values from 0 to 1 which can be applied to
attenuation as follows:


S − minðSÞ
N S ¼ clamp
; 0; 1 :
(5)
cmax − minðSÞ

Fig. 5 The upper-left image is the input-unfiltered image. The upper-right image is the frame’s surprise S. The lower-left image shows the shot
noise filter without surprise enhancement. The lower-right image gives increased clarity from the surprise enhancement. Note: the surprise from
frame is the image R ts in Eq. (7).
Optical Engineering
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I tf ¼

Fig. 6 This is the pill-shaped Image M, which is used. Lighter areas
indicate that more temporal smoothing is used. Areas that are dark
have very little temporal smoothing applied. Thus, central areas,
which are black in this mask, receive very little smoothing. The
temporal smoothing is also attenuated by surprise, the same as
the fast-gain filter.

The clamp function here forces all values above 1 to be 1 and
all values below 0 to be 0. However, the surprise image S will
never be less than 0. The constant cmax is the maximum normalizing value (cmax is currently 0.01). Its function is to provide a cutoff threshold below which only noise is surprising.
N s is a normalized surprise image, which is then squashed
per pixel to create a surprise response image:
Rts ¼

1
1þ

e−a·N s þb

:

(6)

This is a logistic sigmoid with constant gain a and offset b (a
is currently 6, and b is 3). The output is a surprise response
image Rts at time t.
The surprise response can then be subtracted per pixel
(element by element) from the fast-gain filter image:
Rtf−s ¼ Rtf · ð1 − Rts Þ:

(7)

Thus, where surprise is high, the fast gain filters response is
reduced.
The final output filtered image is computed with the
spatially smoothing filter as

t
ðI t − Rtf−s Þ þ fI t−1
f · ½M · ð1 − Rs Þg

1 þ ½M · ð1 − Rts Þ

:

(8)

M is a constant spatially selective mask (Fig. 6) that ranges in
value from a minimum to a maximum decay term. Thus, in
the center of the image where its value is small, there is very
little temporal smoothing, but there is more averaging around
the edges of the image. The current model spatially ranges
the value of M from 0.5 to 1.5. The output is the shot-noisefiltered image I tf . Figure 7 gives a graphic view of the full
process of removing the shot noise.
2.2 Step 2: Fixed Pattern Noise Reduction
The fixed pattern noise is reduced by a combination of scenebased NUC and MIWT. These filters are designed to remove
the fixed and unmoving circular streaks seen in the PMMW
video that are a result of the image formation process. An
example of the fixed pattern noise is seen in Fig. 8. As an
important note, the fixed pattern noise is not truly fixed, but
is merely slow-changing. Thus, the fixed pattern noise reduction has to be online-adaptive.
The fixed pattern noise filter first runs MIWT to remove
the wider streaks that NUC has difficulty with. MIWT leaves
behind some artifacts, such as narrow streaks, that NUC
deals with very well. Thus, NUC runs second to clean up
some artifacts from MIWT and clean out a little more noise
on its own. Additionally, NUC and MIWT are run at different
time scales to compensate for fluctuations in fixed pattern
noise intensity. Thus, the MIWT filter has a very long memory and insensitivity to quicker changes in fixed pattern
noise, but as a result, it is less sensitive to spurious variations.
By putting the two filters at different time scales, their
actions are partially orthogonalized, and we reduce overlap
of actions.
We can summarize the action of two fixed pattern filter
methods as follows (with more details provided later):
1. MIWT: Here, we assume that the fixed pattern noise is
comprised of lines. Keep an average of past frames
(the mean image). Compute a 2-D discrete wavelet

Fig. 7 This is a brief example of the process of shot noise removal. We remove most of the shot noise with a basic high-gain filter. Some of the midband noise is removed by a spatially selective smoothing. Both of these filters are attenuated by a surprise mask, which is the image of surprise in a
frame.
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Fig. 8 The fixed pattern noise is seen here as ringlike patterns of light
areas in image I tf (see also Figs. 7 and 8). Observe that this image has
been shot-noise-filtered. (Note: this is the same scene frame as in
Figs. 3 and 5).

transform (DWT) on the mean image to detect the
lines that are static across frames. Subtract the mean
image from the fixed-pattern noisy image. In this
case, we just subtract the vertical component of the
DWT since the other components seem uninformative.
2. NUC: Our method is similar to Hardie et al.6 We use a
Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG)—style block
motion estimator to determine what the pixel at a location in the image should be in the next frame. Then
we use a linear estimator to learn weights and biases
with the estimated pixel value (target value) and the
observed pixel value (input value). For online PMMW,
we have found that a simple mean error subtraction
derived from a Kalman filter19 on the NUC data works
superior to a least-squares approximation.
The use of MIWT and NUC in tandem seems to yield
superior results than either by itself. This is for a few different reasons. First, MIWT does not need motion to work. It
does, however, work better in a dynamic scene. So if the
video is shot from a camera which sits for a long period,
MIWT will continue to work. Second, MIWT can produce
artifacts, but NUC removes these artifacts well. In general,
the MIWT artifacts are high spatial frequency, which NUC
seems to be better at removing.
2.3 Mean Image Wavelet Transformation
The mean image is a per-pixel decaying average of the
frames. Thus, it’s like what one would see if one stacked
the image frames and took the average (see Fig. 9). To make
the MIWT filter “online,” memory is leaked very slowly
from the mean image. A higher accuracy mean image is
obtained by having a longer memory at the expense of slower
response to variations in fixed pattern intensity. We compute
the mean image (Greek letter ν) as
ν¼

I tf · λν þ νt−1
1 þ λν

This gives us the mean image ν at time t averaged with a
memory bias λν (currently 0.001) from the shot-noise-filtered
image I tf . Note, again, that this is a pixelwise operation.
What can be seen from the mean image is that much of the
fixed pattern noise seems to pop out. This is further refined
by using a two-dimensional DWT to extract the lines. In
Matlab, this can be done simply by using the dwt2 function
available in the Wavelet Toolbox. Currently, a Symlet-style
wavelet20 is used as the DWT basis. The horizontal and
diagonal components seem to be unhelpful, so these are
discarded. Much of the fixed pattern noise seems vertical,
so this is not surprising. The vertical component seen in
Fig. 10 is normalized and subtracted from the input video
frames. Additionally, to make the wavelet fit the fixed pattern
noise, the input image is increased in size by 1.5x This gives
a vertical wavelet component 1.5x so it must be reduced in
size after we compute the DWT. After we have resized
the vertical component seen in Fig. 10, it is subtracted from
the original frame.
The subtraction of the vertical DWT component from the
noisy image is given by
I tw ¼ I tf − fkCvert k · τ − 0.5½maxðkCvert k · τÞ
− minðkCvert k · τÞ − og;

(10)

where I tf is the shot-noise filtered image and Cvert is the
resized vertical component of the DWT. In this case, we
plug it in normalized between 0 and 1. τ is a constant
bias, and o is a constant offset (τ is currently 2.0 and o is
−0.1). Ideally, the offset and bias cause the DWT image
to range between Æ1, such that activated areas are subtracted
and contra-activated areas are added. The result of this step
can be seen in Fig. 11.
2.4 NUC

:

(9)

Fig. 9 This is an example of the mean image ν. Note that the fixed
pattern noise is very salient.

Optical Engineering

Fig. 10 The 2-D DWT of the mean image ν vertical decomposition
component C vert is shown. This gives a good representation of the
fixed pattern noise observed. To remove fixed pattern noise, this
image is essentially subtracted from the noisy image [see Eq. (10)].

The full NUC algorithm is too lengthy to be described in full
detail here. For the basic information, the reader is directed to

Fig. 11 The fixed pattern noise has been reduced by the MIWT processes in I tw . Some fixed pattern noise remains, however. The application of NUC reduces this further.
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Hardie et al.6 In general, it tries to estimate fixed pattern error
by estimating the motion in the image and taking a reading
of pixels from moving objects as they pass behind the fixed
pattern noise. To estimate motion, it is common to use an
MPEG-style block motion estimator such as the one
described by Ohm21 and also Zhang and Zafar.22 We adapted
an open-source MPEG encoder for Matlab to do the motion
analysis.23 In short, one would compute a block motion estimate of a frame and find a least-squares fit to map any incoming frame to an ideal estimate frame. However, in our
case, we use an online Kalman filter for the fitting.
There are a few components to our block motion estimation that are notable and critical to our version. First, input
images are low-pass-filtered by a large Gaussian kernel
(21 × 21) with a standard deviation of 5 pixels. These values
seem optimal for improving NUC performance given our
PMMW videos. Second, we use a mean square error criteria
rather than a sum of absolute differences (SAD) error for
block matching. Again, this seems to improve the results.
The MPEG-style block motion estimation creates a
motion-shifted image. This is a prediction of what the
image should look like given the last frame and the motion
in the image. It is useful in NUC since we have parts of the
image that are uncorrupted (or at least less corrupted) by
fixed pattern noise. When we shift a pixel to a new location
using block motion estimation, the expectation is that the
pixel in the last frame shift should be the same as a pixel
in the current frame. If they are different, then it is a sign
of distortion by fixed pattern noise. This estimation by
block motion is somewhat imprecise, so it is common to
improve the performance by using an over determined solution of NUC by taking in a large number of samples over
several frames and averaging the motion results.
We compute NUC only over the mean (bias) error and
exclude an error gain computation. It is a method that is simpler than many types of NUC and less prone to outlier noise
problems inherent in least-squares solutions. This can be
done using a basic Kalman filter to compute a running
mean for the expected error (between a pixel and its shifted
prediction). Since this is a Kalman filter, the update is simple
to compute.
Starting with the MIWT corrected image I tw , we compute
the error estimate as the input observed pixel x minus the
MPEG-style block motion estimated pixel z:
ε ¼ x − z:

(11)

We then compute a global root mean squared error (RMSE)
Q to determine the general error over all pixels:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Σε2
Q¼
:
(12)
n−1
Then we compute K for each pixel with constant V (in this
case, V is 1.0):
K¼

σ^ t−1 þ Q
:
σ^ t−1 þ Q þ V

(13)

We update the mean and variance of the error per pixel:
μ^ t ¼ μ^ t−1 þ K · ðε − μ^ t−1 Þ;
Optical Engineering

(14)

Fig. 12 The pattern of noise deduced by NUC (comprised of μ^ t
pixels). This pattern is then subtracted from the MIWT processed
image frame to produce a frame with less fixed pattern noise.

σ^ t ¼ ð1 − KÞ · σ^ t−1 :

(15)

Finally, we correct the pixel by subtracting the estimated
mean error:
I tn ¼ x − μ^ t :

(16)

This method has two advantages, and it also has a few disadvantages over using the full bias and variance. The notable
advantages are computational simplicity and a reduction in
artifacts inherent in the least-squares gain estimation. The
downside is that it will only follow noise that is based on
a simple bias. However, some gain correction is inherent in
the fact that it is computed online. The mean image of μ^ t
pixels from Eq. (14) can be seen in Fig. 12. This is what
we subtract from the MIWT-corrected image I tw to yield
the NUC-corrected image. The NUC-filtered output image
I tn is the final step.
2.5 Adaptation and Online Learning
Both MIWT and NUC learn weights and adapt online. The
gains for adaptation are somewhat small and force a longer
period for learning. This can be partially offset by training
initial weights on a PMMW video clip and then loading them
as the starting weights for another clip. However, the fixed
pattern noise can be fairly different between clips, and as
such, even after training, new adaptation may be needed.
The primary fixed-pattern items that can be trained and
recalled are the mean image for MIWT and the mean error
in NUC. The space requirement for storage is the size of the
input image for both.
Since the algorithm adapts to the noise, it can take it several hundred frames to achieve optimal results depending on
how unusual the noise is. That is, when we first turn on the
video input, it should take several seconds for the fixed pattern noise reduction to become optimal.
3 Results
Exemplar results can be seen in Fig. 13. Shot noise and fixed
pattern noise are significantly reduced without a noticeable
loss in scene fidelity. Since there is a slight trade-off between
filter performance and scene fidelity, attempting to remove
all noise will degrade final output quality. The filter is also
able to keep up with most noise variations. Noise from
electromagnetic interference by strong power sources is an
unusual exception that the current filters do not handle,
but they were not designed to. This sometimes occurs
when the PMMW imager is looking at some types of
power lines.
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Fig. 13 Exemplar results from the three different video sequences seen in Fig. 1. The top row is the original, while the bottom row is the final result.
Some noise remains in the video, but the majority has been removed. Video fidelity appears excellent between pre- and post-processed frames.

Fig. 14 The SNR ratio is shown for all frames in the noisiest clip we
processed (#3 in Fig. 1). SNR is slightly higher for the surpriseenhanced short noise filter. However, most important, we avoid
sharp spikes of noticeable noise.

Measurement of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the original image and the shot-noise filtered frames shows an
increase (see Fig. 14). Here SNR is measured by dividing
the mean pixel value in the image by its standard deviation.
What is important to notice is that we avoid dips in SNR
that occur as the noise levels change quickly in the video.
A Weiner filter will yield similar increases in SNR, but
with noticeable blurring. Artifacts such as blurring, both
within and between frames are not qualitatively apparent
from the surprise-enhanced shot noise filter process.
4 Discussion
The algorithm presented is not perfect at removing noise.
Some amount of shot noise and fixed pattern noise still
remain in the video. However, the amount of shot noise is
significantly less, and the resulting video seems far more
tolerable for observers. Some fixed pattern noise appears
in the filtered video due to sudden changes in intensity.
Certain things in the video can cause this to happen, such
as changing weather conditions and devices that emit electromagnetic interference. Unavoidably, some small loss of
fidelity does seem to appear in the filtered video. However,
surprise and spatial-based attenuation of filtering reduce the
noticeable filtering reductions in quality significantly.
The ordering and inclusion of filters seems to be optimal
for the problem. Removal of one of the component filters or
reordering of the filter stages yields less optimal results.
However, this may only apply for this imager or may even
Optical Engineering

only apply to the video clips analyzed. Our suggestion is to
try the filters in the order presented first if one wants to
replicate our findings.
The full set of filters is efficient and will process one
frame per second in Matlab. We expect that a compiled version would run in real time given typical speed increases seen
when going from a Matlab to C++ implementation. This is
encouraging since it means that this solution can be utilized
in a live PMMW imager.
The applicability of the PMMW filter to other types of
video noise and other devices should be noted. Some components, such as surprise enhancement, will work for shotnoise or noise that is similar to shot noise. Its robustness to
other types of processes is similar to the robustness of any
generalized linear model. As such, it should be useful for
many other applications. The NUC part of our solution has
been used in many other applications and will work well
so long as reasonably accurate registration can be made
for video frames. However, we are unsure what the bounds
for NUC are in filtering for fixed pattern noise.
The MIWT part is probably more specific to our imager.
In order to use it, we needed to discover the underlying nonvariant fixed pattern frequency and fit it with a specific wavelet used during DWT. Thus, if your fixed pattern noise varies
in frequency either within a frame or over time, this solution
is much less viable. The spatially selective filter mask component is also specific to our imager. However, this part is
needed only if the amount of noise in a video varies with
the location inside the video frame.
4.1 Further Enhancement with Deconvolution
Further clarity may be obtained by using deconvolution to
enhance the PMMW video. One of the primary risks of
using deconvolution is that it can introduce noise and speckles in each frame. The attempt to then remove this noise
creates a second risk of overprocessing the video. As such,
we are discussing some results from deconvolution with subsequent noise removal since the results are interesting, but
they are less clearly beneficial than the results from the
abovementioned methods.
Experimentation with deconvolution yielded notable
results when we used a multiscale method. Our method for
multiscale deconvolution is simple, we run one iteration of
the Richardson-Lucy (RL) algorithm24,25 using one kernel
that represents a single scale blur, then we run one iteration
with a second kernel. Each scale iteration is run as several
epochs. As an example, if we have two kernels A and B and
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Fig. 15 The upper-left frame shows a raw uncorrected PMMW video shot. The upper-right image is corrected using the shot noise and fixed pattern
noise reduction. The lower-left image has been processed using the multi scaled deconvolution described. A large amount of noise has been
noticeably reintroduced. The lower-right image is the deconvolved image processed a second time for shot noise and for fixed pattern noise
using the NUC filter only. Notice the enhanced contrast is now such that the house at the end of the road is clearly visible. However, as a caution,
the frame may be over processed.

we run three epochs, then we run the RL algorithm six times
using kernels in the order A,B,A,B,A,B. This way, we deblur
a little with kernel A, then a little with kernel B, and then
back to A, etc. This assumes some independence between
the blurring processes that kernels A and B address. We
attempted to use a superposition of Gaussian kernels, but
this did not appear to give as good results. This may be a
result if the different blurring processes occur in stages.
The current implementation seems to yield the best results
with three Gaussian kernels sized at log scales. The range of
kernel sizes used is 3 × 3, 7 × 7, and 15 × 15. These are run
for three epochs on the multiscale deconvolution. Singleframe outputs seem relatively free of artifacts. However,
when a processed movie is viewed, artifacts become somewhat more salient. These are manifested as transient and
undesirable speckles, which are dealt with using a second
round of shot noise filtering.
In addition to speckles, there are two other types of artifacts introduced. The first artifact is the boosting of reduced
fixed pattern noise. Thus, the reduced fixed pattern noise is
sharpened and becomes more visible than before. This is
handled by applying the NUC filter a second time. The third
artifact that can be noticed is an enhancement of highcontrast regions (bright objects). This also appears as black
streaks or blobs following bright objects such as cars. This
third type of artifact is still under investigation and can only
be handled at the moment by reducing multi-scale epochs.
For your evaluation, the results of the multiscale deconvolution with noise reduction are shown in Fig. 15.
5 Conclusion
Using a gain style filter with augmented Bayesian surprise
attenuation removes shot noise fairly effectively without
noticeable loss of fidelity. A combination of NUC and
mean image wavelet subtraction removes a large amount
of fixed-pattern noise efficiently. However, not all fixed
pattern noise is removed. The combination of solutions is
efficient and maintains video fidelity. Using deconvolution
to sharpen video further may prove fruitful in the future.
Optical Engineering
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